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Trends

the market
retail/Restaurant

Have been hit the hardest
with the strong Mandated
operational restrictions

Office

Companies are taking an
abundance of caution
when Approaching office
operations

What happens when PPP funds 		
run out?

Many companies have implemented
indefinite work-from-home policies.

Boulder Valley was already seeing 		
some struggles in the 				
commercial space prior to the 		
pandemic.

Offices won’t necessarily become
smaller. Business owners will 			
still need to meet social distance 		
requirements.

Retailers in areas like Pearl St. Mall 		
rely heavily on restaurants.

In a study done by Dean Callan
& Companies, Colorado companies
showing 10-20% of the current 		
people working from home will 		
never go back to working the
office. 10-20% will need more space
to accommodate more private, as 		
well as, “bump into” space and
10-40% of companies expect most
of their employees to not be in the
office a full 5-days a week.

Technology/BioTech/Life Sciences

COVID-19 opens doors
of opportunities and
challenges
Innovators are rising to the
challenge in the Boulder Valley.
However, 80% of venture funding
comes from outside the state. Travel
restrictions have created problems for
start-ups and venture capitalists.
Human capital is here [Boulder
Valley] and it doesn’t leave Making
this a very busy year for life science
firms with many major acquisition and
arrivals of new players.
Local firms stepping in to develop
treatments, vaccines and tests for the
coronavirus.
Hospitals are continuing their
transitions to telemedicine.

Outdoor Hard Goods

Greater social distancing
in our vast outdoors

food & grocery

Everyone needs to eat
but the virus has created
Unique challenges

Initial drops in sales were seen 		
in the earlier months of COVID-19;
however, in June, the market saw 		
an increase. This was do to a surge
of people getting outdoors.

The industry saw challenges 			
in distribution, bottlenecks in the
supply chain and a lack of 			
networking opportunities resulting 		
from cancellations of trade shows.

This urge to get outside has created
a new consumer group that outdoor
industry is adapting to. Requiring 		
many of the Boulder Valley’s niche
outdoor companies to adapt to 		
beginner level outdoorsmen.  

Other challenges were related 		
to staffing. Keeping staff healthy.
Production lines moving and so on.

Manufacturing slowed down in 		
China causing strain on resources 		
local brands use to build their
products.
The demand for multi-use 			
commercial space remains.

Essential goods are still flying off the
shelves. Local companies are 			
working to beat large companies to
the shelf space.
Executive orders are limiting 			
staffing across the board creating
many bottlenecks that ultimately are
reflected in quarterly financials.  

The
workouts
The requests for rent relief, shortened or
termination of commercial leases continues to
impact landlords and lenders in Boulder Valley.
What are landlords doing to help their tenants and
how do they execute these workouts fairly?
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Commonly, requests are taken on a tenant-bytenant basis.

There is a level of transparency needed from the
tenant.

All relationships need to be acknowledged Landlord - Tenant and landlord - lender.

Landlord works with Tenant to provide the best
possible outcome for all parties involved.

Legal
With federal, state and local executive orders impacting the eviction process and more,
attorneys have been helping, both, landlords and tenants navigate the processes surrounding
rent relief and lease negotiations, and landlord-tenant disputes.
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Delayed and/or deferred
payments of rent
Landlords seem more willing to make concessions on
short-term leases.

Long-term effects in Large
Commercial Centers
Major brands going “dark” or leaving a shopping center
can have a lasting effect on the overall center.

Evictions
There are several favorable orders in place protecting
tenants from eviction; however, we are seeing filings of
breach of contract to avoid restraints on evictions.

Here’s what we have noticed
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Thank You!

